Side effects of antiviral drugs used for the treatment of HBV/HDV viruses from a multidisciplinary perspective
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ABSTRACT

Approximately 2 billion people worldwide show exposure to the virus, and nearly 257 million people carry a Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) chronic infection. Today, HBV treatment remains challenging and new treatments are in the pipeline and ready for the next future. In this review, we summarize the side effects of the approved drugs for HBV/HDV treatment (including new treatments) focusing on the cutaneous ones that have a higher overall prevalence in HBV-treated patients. Remarkably, the HBV/HDV co-infection may lead to the most severe form of viral hepatitis and interestingly treatment evidence for hepatitis D is still poor. Furthermore, HBV eradication is of fundamental importance to preventing hepatitis D. HBV eradication might be possible in the next future with the current armamentarium and development of new drugs; new studies should be performed to compare and rank the use of HBV/HDV drugs.
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INTRODUCTION

Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) treatment is challenging due to the natural history of infection, whose virus tends to integrate into the covalently closed-circular DNA (cccDNA) in the host organism’s cells. Hence receiving immunosuppressive drugs [1]; thus, the treatment goal should be the HBV ccc-DNA eradication in human cells. The HBV ccc-DNA eradication cannot be measured in routine clinical practice, and hence the stable off-antiviral suppression of HBV viremia and HBsAg and normalization of transaminases are the surrogate goal of the therapy [2]. Hepatitis D virus (HDV) requires HBV for its replication; thus, HDV infection occurs only simultaneously or as HBV super-infection [3]. Indeed, the cornerstone of HDV treatment is the treatment of HBV.

The cornerstone of HBV/HDV treatment has been interferons for years with scarce success and a lot of collateral effects. Recently, with the introduction of
antivirals, there has been an improvement in therapeutic efficacy and a reduction in side effects. This review focuses on new antivirals for HBV and HDV treatment.

**Epidemiology of HBV/HDV**

HBV infection is a major public health problem in most countries. Approximately 2 billion people worldwide show exposure to the virus, and nearly 257 million people carry an HBV chronic infection. It is estimated that only 10% are aware of their carrier status. About 80-90% of children who contract the infection in the first year of life become chronic, while more than 90% of those who contract the infection in adulthood recover within six months of the onset of symptoms. Furthermore, in 2015 about 887,000 people died due to HBV consequences [4]. Risk factors for HBV infection include transfusion of unscreened blood, sexual promiscuity, sharing or reusing syringes among injection drug users, tattooing, working or residing in a health-care setting, living in a correctional facility, renal dialysis, and long-term household or intimate non-sexual contact with a hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg)-positive individual. Vaccination is the most effective preventive measure [5]. The prevalence of chronic HBV infection is about 5% worldwide, but it differs between regions: 0.1%-2.0% in the United States and Western Europe, 2.0%-8.0% in Mediterranean countries and Japan, and 8.0%-20.0% in Southeast Asia and Sub-Saharan regions [6]. The highest incidence of chronic infections is reported in the WHO Western Pacific Region countries and Africa: 6.2% and 6.1% of adults infected, respectively. In the Eastern Mediterranean Region, Southeast Asia, and Europe, the percentages of subjects with chronic infections are estimated to be 3.3%, 2.0%, and 1.6%, respectively. In the Region of the Americas, the infected population is 0.7% [7, 8]. HDV infection can be transmitted either simultaneously with HBV infection (coinfection) or to people who are already chronic HBV carriers (super-infection). It has been estimated that 15-20 million people worldwide have a chronic HDV infection, with substantial geographical differences. In the general population, the global estimated anti-HDV prevalence was 4.5% among HBsAg-positive people and 0.16% overall, with regional estimates for HBsAg-positive people ranging from 3.0% in Europe to 6.0% in Africa. The global estimated anti-HDV prevalence in hepatology clinic populations was 16.4% among HBsAg-positive people, with estimates ranging from 3.3% in the Americas to 19.5% in Europe. Research from studies reporting HDV genotype data identifies that Genotype 1 predominates globally (89.9% of published data) [3]. As a consequence of the decrease in HBV endemicity, the spread of HDV infection has dramatically decreased in the last years [5, 9]; and it is foreseeable that given the impact of vaccination on the number of HBV subjects, the spread of HDV infection will decrease further in the coming years.

**Patterns of HBV viral resistance**

HBV and HDV co-infection causes the most severe form of viral hepatitis, leading to cirrhosis in 15% of cases within 1-2 years and 70-80% of cases within 5-10 years [10]. Chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection continues to be a major health burden worldwide. Currently approved antiviral treatment options for chronic hepatitis B include interferon alpha2a, usually in its pegylated form (PEG-IFN) or nucleos(t)ide analogues (NAs). These treatments have been available for nearly 2 decades but do not eliminate the virus. PEG-IFN and NAs have been demonstrated to prevent cirrhosis, liver failure, and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), but the risk of HCC remains, even for patients in whom the virus is suppressed. Both therapies do not completely eradicate viral infection and promote severe side effects. Thus, the development of new effective treatments is imperative [11]. PEG-IFN acts with a direct antiviral mechanism, mainly by inducing the destruction of infected hepatocytes by the immune system; it has both antiviral and immunomodulatory activities, although the precise mechanisms of action remain unclear, burdened by frequent and sometimes disabling side effects, but without the emergence of resistance during treatment. Therapy with PEG-IFN-α has the advantages of finite treatment duration and higher rates of hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) and hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg) seroconversion, the absence of drug resistance, and an opportunity to obtain a durable post-treatment response to therapy, but the disadvantage of more
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Approved treatment options for HBV/HDV

The current goal of hepatitis B therapy is to reduce the risk of progression to cirrhosis, the extra-hepatic complications, the development of HCC and prevent ongoing transmission. Currently, there are two different treatment strategies for both HBeAg-positive and HBeAg-negative chronic hepatitis B (CHB) patients: treatment of finite duration with (PEG-)IFN and long-term treatment with nucleos(t)ide analogue (NA). PEG-IFN induces long-term immunological control with higher rates of HBeAg and HBsAg loss and without the risk of selection of resistant variants. The disadvantages of PEG-IFN therapy are less effective suppression of viral replication and the requirement of subcutaneous injection with adverse events including flu-like symptoms, myelosuppression, worsening of underlying mood disorders, and exacerbation of autoimmune conditions. It is also contraindicated in patients with pregnancy, decompensated cirrhosis, or severe exacerbations of hepatitis. For these reasons, PEG-IFN is not used widely in treatment. The NAs approved in Europe for HBV treatment include lamivudine (LAM), adefovir dipivoxil (ADV), entecavir (ETV), telbivudine (TBV), tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF) and tenofovir alafenamide (TAF); they can be classified into those with a low barrier (LAM, ADV, TBV) and those with high barrier to HBV resistance (ETV, TDF, TAF). Currently, therapy with LAM, TBV, or ADV is no more recommended due to the low genetic barrier and to the high percentage of virological mutations (>60% for LAM after 5 years, 10-20% for TBV after 2 years and up to 29% for ADV after 5 years). ETV, TDF and TAF seem to have a therapeutic profile with high efficacy and tolerability. TAF, the last NA approved in the treatment of CHB, is a prodrug of TDF that has demonstrated antiviral efficacy similar to TDF but at a lower dose with less long-term consequences on kidney and bone. The decision to initiate therapy depends upon the presence or absence of cirrhosis or advanced fibrosis, HBeAg and HBeAb status, level of HBV DNA, and aminotransferase levels. There are four important clinical practice guidelines for CHB: the 2018 American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) [17], the 2017 European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL) [18], the 2015 Asia Pacific...
of HDV-RNA the treatment with PEG IFN alfa (without NA) for 12-18 months with monitorization for 6-12 months post-therapy is suggested. EASL considers levels of HBV-DNA; patients with ongoing HBV replication should be considered for NA therapy. The WHO does not make any recommendations for HBV-HDV coinfection due to the lack of data. In a clinical trial conducted by Farci et al. in the 1990s on 42 patients with CHD treated with IFN alpha-2a, they were divided into three groups: 9 million IU 3 times per week (high-dose), 3 million IU 3 times per week (low-dose), or no therapy for 1 year (control). A complete response was defined by normalization of ALT and negative HDV -RNA at the end of treatment; this was achieved by 50% of patients in the high-dose IFN group. In the low-dose group, 21% of patients had a complete response while 0% of the patients in the no-therapy group had a complete response. During a follow-up period of up to 48 weeks after therapy, all patients were found to have relapsed [21]. In a subsequent analysis of the same cohort, with follow-up period of 14 years after therapy, survival was significantly longer for patients who received high-dose IFN compared to patients who received low-dose IFN or patients who did not receive any therapy. Notably, achieving a 2 log_{10} decline in HDV RNA at the end of treatment was associated with the significant increase in survival. There was no difference in long-term outcomes between the low-dose IFN group and the no-therapy group, neither of which achieved the mean 2 log_{10} decrease in HDV DNA at the end of treatment [22]. With the efficacy of peginterferon in other viral hepatitis infections, and the FDA approval of peginterferon alfa-2b in 2001 for chronic hepatitis C, it was then explored for use in chronic HDV infection. Peginterferon alfa-2b was administered at 1.5 ug/kg/wk for 1 year with treatment success (defined as undetectable HDV RNA) in 57% of patients; however, after a median post-therapy follow-up of 16 months, the sustained virologic response rate was 43%. Prolonged peginterferon monotherapy has been studied for 72 weeks which resulted in low-level or undetectable HDV RNA in 34% of patients at the end of therapy and only in 21% of patients at 24 weeks of post-therapy follow-up. Long-term peginterferon alfa-2a with increasing doses up to 360 mcg/wk

Association for the Study of the Liver (APASL) [19], and the 2019 WHO Guidelines [20]. In patients with CHB, non-cirrhotic, recommendations from AASLD and APASL use a HBV DNA threshold of 20,000 IU/mL in HBeAg-positive, whereas EASL uses a lower threshold of 2000 IU/mL. Similarly, AASLD and APASL use a threshold of ALT 2× ULN, whereas EASL accepts > ULN. In HBeAg-negative CHB patients, AASLD, APASL and EASL guidelines accept a lower threshold for HBV DNA of 2000 IU/mL. AASLD and APASL continue to use the ALT threshold of 2× ULN, whereas EASL accepts > ULN. AASLD, APASL and EASL continue to recommend that patients with a histological examination showing moderate inflammation and fibrosis, or significant fibrosis should be treated. WHO recommendations do not distinguish HBeAg status; they use the same variables of HBV DNA, ALT and fibrosis assessment and state that non-cirrhotic patients over the age of 30 with persistently abnormal ALT and HBV DNA > 20 000 IU/mL are at risk of disease progression, and hence should be recommended for antiviral therapy. EASL tends to consider treatment in individuals older than 30, with persistently normal ALT and high HBV DNA levels, regardless of fibrosis stage. AASLD recommends NAs for CHB patients >40 years old with normal ALT, a viral load >1 000 000 IU/mL and significant necroinflammation or fibrosis. AASLD and WHO do not recommend antiviral therapy for immune-tolerant CHB. EASL allows therapy in CHB patients with a family history of HCC, cirrhosis or extrahepatic manifestations. In compensated cirrhosis, APASL uses a HBV DNA >2000 IU/mL to start therapy, whereas AASLD, EASL and WHO accept any detectable level of HBV DNA. For decompensated cirrhosis, all guidelines agree that antiviral therapy should be started with any detectable HBV DNA. In patients with HBV-HDV co-infection the ideal endpoint would be the clearance of both HBV and HDV infections from the liver, translating into anti-HBs seroconversion, to prevent liver disease progression. IFN-based therapies are the only currently approved treatment. Combination therapy with PEG IFN and NA (ETV, TDF, or TAF) is suggested in patients with high levels of HBV-DNA in AASLD guidelines. APASL suggests determining which virus is dominant, and in patients with high levels
has been studied for up to 5 years; however, this has not resulted in improved response rates; only 30% of patients achieved a complete virologic response, described as HDV RNA negativity and HBsAg seroconversion [22]. The effects of different durations of PegIFN alpha-2b therapy, and combinations with other drugs, were evaluated in patients with chronic HDV infection. Combination therapies with PegIFN alpha have been investigated, without much success. The combination of ribavirin with PegIFN alpha for 48 weeks followed by PegIFN monotherapy for an additional 24 weeks did not improve patient outcomes, compared to PegIFN monotherapy for 72 weeks. Nucleos(t)ide analogue therapy alone has shown no benefit, and combination of nucleos(t)ide analogue with PegIFN did not provide any benefit compared with PegIFN monotherapy [23].

**New treatments in the pipeline**

Several new agents are in the pipeline for the management of HBV and HDV infections. Entry inhibitors act on the sodium taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (NTCP) that is a cellular receptor for viral entry of HBV and HDV into the hepatocytes [24, 25]. Bulevirtide (phase-2), formerly known as Myrcludex B (MYR), is the first-in-class agent. In a randomized pilot study, it was evaluated on 24 HBV/HDV-coinfected patients. Patients were randomized (1:1:1) to receive MYR, or Peg-IFN α-2a or their combination. HBV-DNA was significantly reduced at week 24 in the MYR plus Peg-IFN-α-2a arm. HDV-RNA significantly declined at week 24 in all arms. In 5 out of 8 patients of MYR plus Peg-IFN-α-2a arm an HDV-RNA neutralization was observed compared to 2 patients each in the monotherapy arms. Overall, HBV and HDV kinetic studies showed a synergistic effect of combination therapy with MYR plus Peg-IFNα-2a on both viruses [26]. In another randomized trial, MYR plus Peg-IFNα-2a combination was associated with a significant reduction of HDV-DNA and normalization of ALT levels at week 72, and 40% (12 out of 30 patients) of treated patients had treatment success (defined as HDV-RNA undetectable). Moreover, 4 out of 15 patients (27%) treated with 2 mg MYR plus Peg-IFNα-2a had undetectable HBsAg levels and 3 out of 4 patients experienced HBsAg seroconversion [27]. RNA interference (RNAi) agents interfere and destroy viral messenger RNA (mRNA) [28]. JNJ-3989 (phase-2), formerly ARO-HBV, contains two RNAi that silence all mRNAs that are formed from episomal cccDNA and host integrated HBV-DNA. Multiple doses of JNJ-3989 plus a nucleos(t)ide analogue (NUC) was associated with a rapid and prolonged decline of HBsAg levels and other viral products [29]. JNJ-3989 is active against naïve- and experienced-NUC patients and in both HBeAg-positive and HBeAg-negative patients [30]. Similarly, Vir-2218 (phase-2), formerly ALN-HBV02, determines a substantial reduction of the HBsAg level in both HBeAg-positive and HBeAg-negative patients and across all dose levels [31]. Additional investigational RNAi agents are in preclinical (ALG-125097, BB-103) and clinical (AB-729 [phase-1], RG-6346 [phase-2], GS-3228836 [phase-2], GS-3389404 [phase-2]) stage of development, while others have been discontinued (ARB-1467, ARC-520, RG-6004). Capsid Assembly Inhibitors (CAIs) including capsid-assembly modulators and core-protein binding agents interfere with the proper HBV core assembly (aberrant capsids or morphologically normal capsids without genetic material) [32]. In early studies, ABI-H0731 (phase-2), formerly Vebicorvir, has demonstrated effective antiviral activity against HBV. ABI-H0731 plus entecavir (ETV) association appears to decrease viral DNA faster compared to NUC monotherapy. Moreover, ABI-H0731 inhibits cccDNA formation and has a pan genotypic activity, including genotypes A, B, C, and D. It is currently being further evaluated in phase 1 clinical trials [33]. Overall, ABI-H0731 shows a good profile of tolerability [34]. JNJ-56136379 (phase-2) is another CAI with a potent antiviral activity against HBV. JNJ-56136379 plus entecavir (ETV) combination was associated with a significant reduction of HDV-DNA and normalization of ALT levels at week 72, and 40% (12 out of 30 patients) of treated patients had treatment success (defined as HDV-RNA undetectable). Moreover, 4 out of 15 patients (27%) treated with 2 mg MYR plus Peg-IFNα-2a had undetectable HBsAg levels and 3 out of 4 patients experienced HBsAg seroconversion [27]. RNA interference (RNAi) agents interfere and destroy viral messenger RNA (mRNA) [28]. JNJ-3989 (phase-2), formerly ARO-HBV, contains two RNAi that silence all mRNAs that are formed from episomal cccDNA and host integrated HBV-DNA. Multiple doses of JNJ-3989 plus a nucleos(t)ide analogue (NUC) was associated with a rapid and prolonged decline of HBsAg levels and other viral products [29]. JNJ-3989 is active against naïve- and experienced-NUC patients and in both HBeAg-positive and HBeAg-negative patients [30]. Similarly, Vir-2218 (phase-2), formerly ALN-HBV02, determines a substantial reduction of the HBsAg level in both HBeAg-positive and HBeAg-negative patients and across all dose levels [31]. Additional investigational RNAi agents are in preclinical (ALG-125097, BB-103) and clinical (AB-729 [phase-1], RG-6346 [phase-2], GS-3228836 [phase-2], GS-3389404 [phase-2]) stage of development, while others have been discontinued (ARB-1467, ARC-520, RG-6004). Capsid Assembly Inhibitors (CAIs) including capsid-assembly modulators and core-protein binding agents interfere with the proper HBV core assembly (aberrant capsids or morphologically normal capsids without genetic material) [32]. In early studies, ABI-H0731 (phase-2), formerly Vebicorvir, has demonstrated effective antiviral activity against HBV. ABI-H0731 plus entecavir (ETV) association appears to decrease viral DNA faster compared to NUC monotherapy. Moreover, ABI-H0731 shows a good profile of tolerability [34]. JNJ-56136379 (phase-2) is another CAI with a potent antiviral activity against HBV. JNJ-56136379 plus entecavir (ETV) combination was associated with a significant reduction of HDV-DNA and normalization of ALT levels at week 72, and 40% (12 out of 30 patients) of treated patients had treatment success (defined as HDV-RNA undetectable). Moreover, 4 out of 15 patients (27%) treated with 2 mg MYR plus Peg-IFNα-2a had undetectable HBsAg levels and 3 out of 4 patients experienced HBsAg seroconversion [27]. RNA interference (RNAi) agents interfere and destroy viral messenger RNA (mRNA) [28]. JNJ-3989 (phase-2), formerly ARO-HBV, contains two RNAi that silence all mRNAs that are formed from episomal cccDNA and host integrated HBV-DNA. Multiple doses of JNJ-3989 plus a nucleos(t)ide analogue (NUC) was associated with a rapid and prolonged decline of HBsAg levels and other viral products [29]. JNJ-3989 is active against naïve- and experienced-NUC patients and in both HBeAg-positive and HBeAg-negative patients [30]. Similarly, Vir-2218 (phase-2), formerly ALN-HBV02, determines a substantial reduction of the HBsAg level in both HBeAg-positive and HBeAg-negative patients and across all dose levels [31]. Additional investigational RNAi agents are in preclinical (ALG-125097, BB-103) and clinical (AB-729 [phase-1], RG-6346 [phase-2], GS-3228836 [phase-2], GS-3389404 [phase-2]) stage of development, while others have been discontinued (ARB-1467, ARC-520, RG-6004). Capsid Assembly Inhibitors (CAIs) including capsid-assembly modulators and core-protein binding agents interfere with the proper HBV core assembly (aberrant capsids or morphologically normal capsids without genetic material) [32]. In early studies, ABI-H0731 (phase-2), formerly Vebicorvir, has demonstrated effective antiviral activity against HBV. ABI-H0731 plus entecavir (ETV) association appears to decrease viral DNA faster compared to NUC monotherapy. Moreover, ABI-H0731 shows a good profile of tolerability [34]. JNJ-56136379 (phase-2) is another CAI with a potent antiviral activity against HBV. A phase-2 trial evaluating JNJ-56136379 monotherapy and NUC combination is ongoing (NCT03361956). Overall, in a phase-1 study, all doses tested of JNJ-6379 were well tolerated [35]. Additional investigational CAI agents are in preclinical (GLP-26, AB-836) and clinical (ABI-H3733 [phase-1], ALG-000184 [phase-1], JNJ-0440 [phase-1], NVR-3778 [phase-1], RG-7907 [phase-1], ZM-H1505R [phase-1], ABI-H2158 [phase-2], EDP-514 [phase-2], Morphothiadine [phase-2], QL-007 [phase-2]), while others have been discontinued (AB-506). Another class in development
is that of HBsAg Inhibitors (sAgI). This class interferes with the production of HBsAg. The following agents are in clinical development: REP-2139 (phase-2), and REP-2165 (phase-2). ALG-020572 is another agent in the preclinical phase of development. In an open-label phase 2 study, enrolling HBV infected (HBeAg-negative) patients, REP-2139 or REP-2165 in association with tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF) and Peg-IFNα-2a significantly increased the rate of HBsAg loss and HBsAg seroconversion compared to control group in which the patients were treated only with TDF plus Peg-IFNα-2a [36]. In recent years, novel NUCs have been approved outside the USA and Europe (Clevudine, Besifovir Dipivoxil Maleate) and others are in clinical development (ATI-2173 [phase-1] and CMX-157 [phase-2]). CMX-157, formerly Tenofovir Exalidex, is a prodrug of TDF, shows a similar efficacy of TDF and has demonstrated the potential for low systemic exposure, thereby reducing renal and bone alterations [37]. Several indirect-acting antivirals and immunotherapeutic are in development. Nitazoxanide (phase-1), an antiparasitic agent, inhibits the interaction of HBV regulatory protein X (HBx) with the host protein DNA damage-binding protein 1 (DDB1) [38]. EYP001 (phase-2) is a synthetic non-steroidal, non-bile acid farnesoid X receptor (FXR) agonist that inhibits the secretion of HBV-DNA and the HBV antigens HBsAg and HBeAg [39]. Two phase-2 studies evaluated the efficacy of EYP001: NCT04465916 assesses the safety and anti-viral effect in CHB patients in combination with NA (ETV or TD) compared to Placebo + NA alone and NCT04365933 assesses the safety and anti-viral effect of EYP001 administered in combination with ETV and peg-IFN or only with peg-IFN. Immunotherapeutics in development include toll-like receptor (TLR)-7 (RG-7854 [phase-1], AL-034 [phase-1], RO-7020531 [phase-2]), TLR-8 (GS-9688 [phase-2], SBT-8230 [preclinical stage]), Checkpoint inhibitors (GS-4224 [phase-1] and Envafolimab [phase-2]), Apoptosis Inducer (APG-1387 [phase-2]), and T lymphocyte stimulants (IMC-1109V [phase-1]). Finally, for HBV management, several monoclonal antibodies (Vir-3434 [phase-1] and Lenvervimab [phase-2]) and therapeutic vaccines are in preclinical and clinical stage of development. Regarding HDV, other than the above-mentioned MYR that was recently approved in Europe for the treatment of viremic HDV patients, still other agents are in development. Lonafarnib (LNF) is a first-in-class inhibitor of farnesyltransferase, an enzyme involved in the modification of proteins through a process called prenylation. LNF inhibits the prenylation step of HDV replication inside liver cells and blocks the virus life cycle at the stage of assembly. Currently, LNF is under study in combination with ritonavir that is used as a pharmacokinetic enhancer (booster) [40]. Overall, LNF increases the therapeutic efficacy of Peg-IFNα [41]. Recently, in a phase-2 six-month study LNF achieved virologic responses even in an INF-free regimen, 7 of 7 (100%) patients treated with LNF + Ritonavir [42], but long-term therapies are required to achieve clinical control of HDV infection. The above-mentioned REP-2139 also shows activity against HDV. In an open-label, non-randomised, phase 2 trial, 12 HBV/HDV-coinfected patients received REP-2139 in combination with Peg-IFNα-2a. Overall, 11 patients became HDV-RNA negative during treatment and 9 remained negative at the end of treatment. Seven patients remained HDV-RNA negative by the end of 1 year follow-up [36]. In another phase-2 study evaluating 12 patients, treated initially with REP-2139 500 mg intravenous (IV) for 15 weeks, followed by REP-2139 250 mg IV in association with Peg-IFNα-2a weekly for 15 weeks, and Peg-IFNα-2a weekly for another 33 weeks, 7 (58%) patients were found to be HDV-RNA negative and 5 (42%) HBsAg negative at 24-week follow-up [43]. Ezetimibe (phase-2), a NTCP inhibitor, shows activity against HDV resulting in a ≥1 log reduction of HDV-RNA level in patients treated for 12 weeks [44]. Finally, GI-18000 is an immune response stimulator in preclinical phase of development (Table 1).

**HBV/HDV antivirals’ side effects**

Antiviral drugs antagonizing HBV and HDV may cause systemic inflammation-related symptoms, especially during induction. Systemic inflammation sustained by pro-inflammatory cytokines (i.e. TNF-alpha or IFN I) can provoke and maintain headache, myalgia, fatigue, anorexia, and vomiting that are often responsible for the patients’ drop-out [45, 46]. In particular, IFN alpha and its pegylated
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Table 1. New drugs for HBV and HDV treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author [ref.]</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Nº Patients enrolled</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bazinet [43]</td>
<td>REP2139 + pegIFNalfa-2a</td>
<td>Multicentric: Canada, US, Moldova, France, Germany</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>CHD</td>
<td>63 weeks</td>
<td>7/12 (58%) SVR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yurdaydin [42]</td>
<td>Lonafarinib + Ritonavir +/- pegIFNalfa</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>CHD</td>
<td>24 weeks</td>
<td>21/33 (64%) 2 log drop in HDV RNA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHD: Chronic Hepatitis Delta; IFN: Interferon; SVR: Sustained virologic response.

variant are associated with severe systemic inflammatory symptoms that gradually decrease during the maintenance. Currently, the modulating role of diet during antiviral therapies for HBV is limited to a non-hepato-toxic one, without considering the anti-inflammatory properties of foods [47], and chronobiology [48]. Conversely from other antivirals, IFN displays a severe burden of psychiatric and hematological side effects, capable of compromising both the overall patients’ quality of life and therapy tolerability. In particular, bone marrow alterations (i.e. leukocytopenia) may expose patients to long-term autoimmune and/or infective sequelae [49, 50]. In healthy people the Hepatitis B vaccine can transiently increase the amount of released IFN; instead in patients with autoimmunity, the Hepatitis B vaccine may trigger a flare [51, 52]. Other antivirals have a higher airway impairment, especially for upper airways that are frequently colonized and infected by different pathogens [53]. Thus, in patients with inflammatory comorbidities also involving airways, IFN should be preferred [54-58]; conversely in oncological patients under chemotherapy lamivudine is the first choice due to its scarce pro-emetic effect [59]. Among antivirals, only IFN is subcutaneously injected, and this practice is connected with several injection site side effects (i.e. itch, pain and erythema); interestingly entecavir also causes several polymorphic dermatological side effects [60]. IFN and IFN-inducing drugs may alter the solar tolerability due to their pro-erythematous effects, and hence patients under these therapies are more photosensitive and should use a sunscreen and sunglasses, especially during summer.

Also, antiviral drugs are contraindicated in patients undergoing NB-UVB and PUVA treatment since they decrease the minimal erythemal dose (MED) limiting the amount of radiation tolerated. At the same time, HBV-positive patients cannot undergo biologics due to the risk of latent infection reactivation and have to face the undertreatment due to the lack of solid evidence [61]. IFN and telbivudine are preferred in patients with nephropathies, whilst adefovir, entecavir, and tenofovir are used in the patient with neuropathies [45]. Patients with osteoporosis and osteomalacia should skip adefovir and tenofovir, but not lamivudine which increases only myopathy. Patients with concomitant thyroidopathies should avoid only IFN and diabetic decompensated patients had to be strictly monitored since all these drugs trigger lactic acidosis. A detailed summary of most common antivirals side effects is collected in Table 2. In general, patients with mild and transitory side effects should be treated symptomatically; otherwise, in patients with long-term symptoms, clinicians should consider HBV/HDV treatment switching. Furthermore, the separation of dose-dependent and dose-independent side effects remains important in patients with HBV/HDV.

CONCLUSION

Hepatitis B remains a great concern for public health worldwide because of its growing resistance to the currently used antivirals together with its
Table 2. Adverse effects of the currently used antiviral agents for HBV and HDV treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IFNα and PEG-IFNα</th>
<th>LAMIVUDINE</th>
<th>ADEFOVIR</th>
<th>ENTECAVIR</th>
<th>TELBIVUDINE</th>
<th>TENOFOVIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERAL SIDE EFFECTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PSYCHIATRIC</strong></td>
<td>Common: depression [18, 60, 63], insomnia, anxiety [60, 63], cognitive disturbances [63], Rare: mania, delirium, psychosis [63]</td>
<td>Neuropathy [45, 46], acute dystonia (rare) [45]</td>
<td>Peripheral neuropathy (patients treated with TBV and PEG-IFNα) [45, 46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEUROLOGICAL</strong></td>
<td>Consciousness impairment [62]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SENSORY</strong></td>
<td>Blurred vision, hearing impairment [60]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SKIN</strong></td>
<td>Injection site reactions: itching, inflammation, rare necrosis [18, 64] Hair changes: hair loss [18, 60, 62, 64, 65] eyebrow and eyelash trichomegaly porphyria cutanea tarda [64],</td>
<td>Cutaneous lesions: anaphylaxis, granulomatous, erythematosus plaque, maculopapular, bullous [66]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 continued..

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Others:</strong> herpes labialis [62], psoriasis, sarcoidosis, lichenoid eruptions [64], lupus erythematosus [64, 65], bullous pemphigoid [65]</th>
<th><strong>KIDNEY</strong></th>
<th><strong>BONE</strong></th>
<th><strong>MUSCLE</strong></th>
<th><strong>OTHERS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nephrotoxicity [18], Fanconi syndrome [46]</td>
<td>Nephrotoxicity [18, 45, 46, 53], Fanconi syndrome [45, 53]</td>
<td>Nephrotoxicity [18]</td>
<td>Osteomalacia [53]</td>
<td>Bone mineral density loss [18, 45, 46, 53], osteomalacia [18, 46, 53] (more prominent in HIV patients)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrotoxicity [18, 45, 46, 53], Fanconi syndrome [45, 53]</td>
<td>Nephrotoxicity [18]</td>
<td>Nephrotoxicity [45, 46, 53]</td>
<td>Osteomalacia [53]</td>
<td>Bone mineral density loss [18, 45, 46, 53], osteomalacia [18, 46, 53] (more prominent in HIV patients)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactic acidosis (if decompensated cirrhosis) [18]</td>
<td>Pancreatitis [45, 46], lactic acidosis (rare) [45, 53]</td>
<td>Pancreatitis [46], lactic acidosis [53]</td>
<td>Lactic acidosis (rare) [45, 53]</td>
<td>Lactic acidosis [45, 53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactic acidosis (rare) [45, 53]</td>
<td>Lactic acidosis [53]</td>
<td>Lactic acidosis [45, 53]</td>
<td>Lactic acidosis [53]</td>
<td>Lactic acidosis [45, 53]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tumorigenic potential. Furthermore, HBV prevalence is the main risk factor for HDV infection. Chronic hepatitis Delta (CHD) is the most severe of chronic viral hepatitis, and although more than four decades have passed since the IFN introduction in the clinical practice it remains the cornerstone of antiviral therapy [67]. In compensated patients, PegIFN alfa is recommended for more than 48 weeks by the EASL [18], and for 12 months by the AASLD [17]; however, this treatment is not really effective, with about less than a fifth of patients getting a sustained virological response [68], contraindicated in many conditions (e.g. autoimmune diseases) and advanced liver disease [18], and with numerous adverse events described (Table 1).
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